
Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The nature of all electrical loads connected to power system is such that they are inherently 
inductive which consume reactive power and therefore the system has to generate reactive 
energy. Although the reactive power does not produce any usable output, each network 
operator has to live with it. Therefore power utilities around the globe have to invest on 
required reactive energy which in turn does not give compensation. Not only the generators 
have to produce this ineffective energy, the same shall be transmitted to the end user as well. 
The ultimate result of these is to introduce losses, capacity constraints in transmission and 
distribution networks and voltage drops. That is why most of the power utilities around the 
world are trying to generate its reactive power requirements as close as possible to the load 
centres. In general, many utilities describe this as the concept of reactive power compensation 
in the technical vocabulary. 

Apart from generating reactive power from the costly generators, compensation can be done 
with variety of sources. Using static var compensators, synchronous condensers, breaker 
switched capacitor banks are common among these. Breaker switched or fixed capacitor 
banks, especially those at distribution level arc still most effective whereas the cost is 
concerned. They are comparatively economical and installation is also easy. Retrofitting and 
later additions according to match load characteristics arc comparatively flexible. 

The application of capacitor banks and its controlling philosophy is different from location to 
location. For an end consumer it is used as a power factor corrector that helps to reduce his 
demand and avoid penalties from the energy supplier. For a distribution company, the 
capacitors installed at intermediate locations on distribution line reduce line losses hence 
increases line capacities and improve the bus voltage. For a transmission company, the 
intention is not only to reduce loses or increase line capacities but also to give voltage support 
which is an inherent system problem under heavily loaded conditions and to further dit1er 
investment costs on improving lines and substation capacities. At generation buses, capacitor 
banks also can be used tor voltage support though it is rare. Depending on the location and 
requirement, the controlling philosophy of the capacitor banks will dit1er. Generally, as 
mentioned earlier, the distribution capacitor banks are controlled tor local requirements. In 
many cases the control consists of switches that arc opened and closed in a seasonal basis or 
some other local requirement 

Ceylon Electricity Board, also adopting to this general practice of using breaker switched 
capacitor banks, at present has an installed capacity of about 320Mvar of Breaker switched 
Capacitor (BSC) banks located at various substations in the system. BSCs' offurther 70Mvar 
is to be added by year 2010 at different new locations. Almost all the capacitor banks in CEB 
network arc connected to the 33kV load bus in the relevant grid except Pannipitiya in which 
capacitors arc connected to the 33kV tertiary winding of the 220 I 132 I 33 kV inter bus 
transformer. In all locations, the control philosophy of the switching of the BSC units is based 
on the power factor regulation at 33kV transformer incoming feeder. 

The capacitor banks installed at Grid sub station level in CEB arc controlled according to the 
power factor regulation. This philosophy of switching the capacitor banks in grid substations 
does not either case the distribution feeder capacity or reduce the feeder losses. If those were 
expected then the capacitors could have been closer to the loads. However, lagging V ar 



injection or in other words leading Var consumption at 33kV bus level improves the voltage 
stability and releases the power trans tanners at the substation. If the utility expects latter two 
cases, the switching of the capacitor banks shall be based on reactive power or voltage. In 
case of voltage, the banks should be switched considering the voltage measurements at the 
point of interconnection. If release the capacity constraint or minimize losses are concerned, 
then the capacitors shall fully utilized to minimize drawing var from remote generation. If the 
utility controls them in indirect way like power factor, then it should check whether the 
requirements are best met with or the available resources arc fully utilized [I]. 

When analyzing the load profile, the data shows that the system load has an early morning 
peak, a mid daytime peak and a night time peak. Power factor during morning and night peak 
gets improved since the rise of load during those periods is mainly lighting loads. The 
daytime load is mainly commercial and industrial therefore the power factor badly decreases. 
Voltage at day time mainly decreases due to reactive power and at night peak, due to IZ drop 
further to reactive power. Voltage improves in mid night till early morning but considerable 
reactive base load exists. Power factor improves after around 17.00hrs leaving capacitor 
hanks gradually switching off Frequent occasions of manual rc-closing of banks shut off by 
the capacitor controllers arc also observed and utilization sometimes drops to 50% even 
bet()[c the night peak starts. 

CEB's switching criteria of those capacitor banks has not been evaluated in the past. The 
system has grown up and whether the present switching criteria is economical or not for CEB, 
is in question. CEB neither has performed such a study nor they have checked the possibilities 
of maximizing the usc of their capacitor banks. It is worth to discuss several factors in this 
case. When controlled with power factor regulation, there are situations where some of the 
capacitor banks on the distribution system are kept unused, while having an acute problem of 
heavy reactive power requirement in transmission system. This happens mostly when power 
across the company's transmission system docs not coincide with load conditions in locations 
where the capacitor banks are fixed. In some situations, the power factor may be within 
acceptable limits but the voltages are below the nominal or onload tap changer is forced on 
higher taps to take care of the voltage. The substation level capacitor bank can directly serve 
to give voltage support or var support, without depending on power factor regulation which is 
an indirect measure of voltage or var requirement. 

Addition of reactive power at substation level has to be done without violating the system 
regulations. The voltage rise due to reactive power injection has to be considered. Such a 
vo ltagcs rise at the bus bar at which the capacitors arc connected should not violate its' 
continuous maximum rating. The On-load tap changer (OL TC) current switching capacities 
have to be considered during negative var transferring conditions. Impacts on voltage 
distortion and harmonic resonance conditions have to be monitored and they should not 
beyond the specified limits. 

1.2 Objectives 

Taking all these into Consideration, the main objective of the research study is to look in to 
the possibilities of exploiting the maximum utilization of BSC banks already installed in the 
system without violating the permitted regulations and other technical limitations. In this 
regard to llowing points will be studied in this study. 

• To check the applicability of present switching criteria 
• To check the possibility of connecting maximum capacitor banks installed without 

violating technical constraints 
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• To check the possibility of optimizing the present switching parameters, if present 
switching criteria is acceptable. 

• To design and propose a suitable switching criteria tor the capacitors by means of 
network simulation and practical implementation. 

1.3 Scope of work 

• Evaluation of extent of present utilization of capacitor banks by precised data 
collection using data loggers and using the daily data sheets by selecting a typical 
substation. 

• Studying the technical constraints of, 

a. Voltage rise at 33kV bus bar due to addition of capacitor banks 
b. Effects of resonance when adding capacitor banks to bus bars with load 

harmonics 
c. Effects to voltage distortion caused by load harmonics, when adding more 

capacitor banks 
d. Capability of On Load Tap Changer to handle switching current during back 

feeding the excess leading reactive power to the system through power 
transformers 

by network modelling and simulating under the relevant operating conditions. 

• Considering above technical constraints, identify the possibilities of maximum 
utilization of the capacitor banks by maintaining them in switched "ON" condition as 
much as possible during the periods when transmission system needs reactive power. 
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